
Piazza del Nettuno

Piazza Maggiore

Piazza Santo Stefano

Piazza di Porta Ravegnana

Porta Saragozza

Complesso della Finestrella di via Piella

Complesso delle torri di Kenzo Tange

Inception, Time_ Hans Zimmer

Harry Potter and the Chamber of secrets. Soundtrack Moaning Myrtle_ John Williams

Game of Thrones_ Main title theme composed by Ramin Djawadi

Prologue and main titles blade runner_ Vangelis

Alice in Wonderland_ Theme performed by the city of Prague philharmonic orchestra, conduced 
by James Fitzpatrick

A Space Odyssey_Also sprach zarathustra_Richard Strauss

The Lord of the Rings, The Fellowship of the Ring_ Howard Shore

Overcoming personal limits

Imaginary world

Valorization of habituality

Enforcement of reality

Creating imagines

Estrangement

Emotion

The mental wall is part of our subconscious, it is embedded in us and deeply rooted. We perceive reality and mold our ideas through it.  
As a soundtrack would influence the sight of a landscape, a preconstructed idea brings to light the main interpretation of the case. 
 
Even if It takes place regardless of the facts’ history and since it belongs to human nature, it determines its own future. 
Despite being part of every human mind it cannot be perceived by the Other, unless it  comes from particular actions or words 
which depend on it. Boundaries and prejudices are personal concepts and they are generated through the individual’s experience.  
 
This project “The measure of the mental wall” it is based outside of Palazzo Belloni, as the imagination detaches from history.  
 
As for imagination, it is seen as the opposite of history. The action focuses on the themes of romance, fiction, legends and 
myths. It communicates with the exposition on the historical value of the wall without interfering with its themes and elemen-
ts and without being self-celebrated by placing itself as the Present time, as the last stage of the historical development’s process. 
 
In an architectural sense the analysis developed on the features of the wall in particular, such as the thi-
ckness, which in our case it is not identified as a linear distance but as the time necessary to overstep it.  
Personal involvement and interest determine the duration of the stay.  
The ability to overcome these limits is directly connected to the willpower of the individual.  
 
As for technology, the installation consists in “A” speakers by Akoustic Arts. Thanks to this system the sound can be redirected  towards 
a specific and reduced area, therefore creating particular “sound areas”, and that elsewhere you cannot hear. These sound technologies 
form new  “Independent and unique Audio worlds” that are limited and focalized but share the same environment.
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